1. Assembling the pump
It is recommended to clean the Complete Pump before using it for the first time. See step 8 for cleaning instructions.
Insert the Dome (8555) smaller tab on top in the Pump Housing (8561) and fasten by turning the Lock Ring (8562) clockwise around the parts until they engage. Turn the outer part of the Nozzle (8651) inside out (1b). Push the Nozzle into upper opening on the Pump Housing (1c). Flip the outer part of the Nozzle onto the Pump Housing (1d) so the ring on the Nozzle fits in the groove on the Pump Housing. Make sure that the ear of the Nozzle is pointed towards the Dome. Push the Inlet Valve (8720) onto the lower opening of the Pump Housing. Fasten the Inlet Valve by hooking the two flaps onto the pegs of the Pump Housing.

2. Lining up the Complete Pump
Place the Heinz Dispenser Pack product on a flat surface with the white fitment ring facing up. Place the piercing tip of the Complete Pump (8668) directly over the white fitment ring with the piercing tip close to the edge of the ring.

3. Connecting to the Heinz Dispenser Pack product
Firmly press the Complete Pump connector into the white fitment ring until it snaps in place.

4. Priming the pump
Place the Complete Pump in an upright position. Press in the Dome with both thumbs and then let it recover to starting state. Repeat this procedure until the product has reached the Nozzle.

5. Insert Heinz Dispenser Pack product into Dispenser Housing
Lift the Heinz Dispenser Pack product and pump together and slowly lower them into the Dispenser Housing. See picture 5a. Make sure that the guidelip on the pump slides in the Pumpslider (8569) that is fastened to the Dispenser Housing. See picture 5b. The Heinz Dispenser Pack product may need to be slightly compressed on the sides to fit in the Dispenser Housing.

6. Connect lid to Dispenser Housing
Lower the lid (9627) onto the Dispenser Housing (a). Push down with your hand until you hear a snapping sound (b). This sound tells you that the lid is correctly connected.

7. Disconnecting the lid
With a firm grip on the nozzle covering, pull the lid upward.

8. Cleaning
NOTE: Use a nonabrasive cleaner and the enclosed Cleaningbrush (7615) to clean the pump. Failure to comply with any of these instructions may void unit warranty.
Disconnect the empty Heinz Dispenser Pack product from the connector.
(a) Disassemble the pump in opposite order listed in step 1 “Assembling the pump”.
(b) The pump has to be cleaned on a weekly basis. All the parts can be washed using warm water and dishwasher detergent. Use the enclosed brush to clean all Pump Housing areas.
Fully rinse all parts with clear water and sanitize following your local sanitization requirements. Allow parts to fully air dry after sanitizing. All parts in contact with food must be sanitized.
To clean Dispenser Housing and Lid, simply wipe with a clean, damp cloth.
Unit troubleshooting
Possible Problem:
* Pump dispenses little or no product.
* Portion control is not consistent.
* Lock ring is difficult to attach to Pump Housing

Solutions:
* Make sure product pouch is not empty.
* Make sure pump is connected securely to the pouch.
* Make sure valves inside pump body have been properly positioned when assembling pump.
* Lubricate the outer flange of the Dome with a food grade oil (e.g. Mayonnaise).

9. Adjusting the portion
The portion size can be adjusted. This can be done by using a flat blade screwdriver to pry off the locking washer (1), which locks the metal pin in place. The pin is located on the down facing side of the lid where it links the handle to the coupling. When the locking washer is removed, slide out the pin. There are two holes in the handle where the pin can be inserted. Positioning the pin in the hole closest to the nose of the lid will give the largest portion. Largest portion, 3/4 fluid ounce is the default setting. Smaller portion 1/2 fluid ounce.

Linking multiple units
10. Connect the footplate to the dispenser by slightly tilting the dispenser and putting it down on one of the footplates hooks. When the dispenser is positioned, press down on the lid until you hear a snapping sound.

11. Link another dispenser by attaching a new footplate to the previous footplate and then repeat step 10.

Disconnecting a dispenser in the chain
12. Push down on one of the release-buttons on the footplate, then slightly tilt the dispenser in the opposite direction.

Safety guidelines
NSF International lists this pump as: “Not acceptable for dispensing potentially hazardous foods.”
All Heinz Dispenser Pack products can safely be used with the Heinz Keystone Dispenser.
Heinz Dispenser Pack products can remain attached to the Pump Housing at room temperatures for up to 14 days.

ATTENTION!
Before using the pump please lube the outer flange on the silicone-dome (see dark area on picture) with food grade oil e.g. Mayonnaise.

Warranty
Heinz Keystone Dispenser is backed by a twelve month limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.